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Abstract
Nanorobots are tiny robots, only tens or hundreds of nanometer in size, capable of
manipulating atoms and molecules. There is a general agreement that in order for
nanorobots to have a significant effect in the macro-world, they should act in very large
teams of billions of robots. Such robots are described in the literature, either from the
perspective of their physical construct, or from the perspective of their overall
application. Nevertheless, there is hardly any published work asking questions such as
'How can we control so many robots?', 'How should they split the mission among them?',
'How can we achieve good enough reliability, having so many robots?' and so on. Not to
mention any that answers them…
In this work, I show that the most adequate model for nanorobotics is the model of
anonymous autonomous multi-agents, acting in an anonymous world. That is, the robots
are all exactly the same, with no identity at all, and no central controller is used to
coordinate them. Moreover, in this model, the robots have no a priori knowledge of their
environment.
Analyzing the variety of nanorobotics applications may give rise to many multirobotics
problems. This work introduces one such problem – the populating problem – the
problem of spreading n anonymous robots over an n-nodes unknown graph, so that each
node eventually contains a robot. Possible nano-application, which might give rise for
such a problem, is anesthetization, which may be achieved by placing a nanorobot in each
of the destination organ's cells, and then using it for blocking the molecular machinery of
metabolism inside the cell.
The populating problem itself divides into two consequent problems: the completion
problem and the termination problem. The completion problem is the one described
above – how to spread n robots over an n-nodes graph. The termination problem is the
problem of acquiring the knowledge of the fact that completion has indeed occurred. The
termination problem is shown to be unsolvable under the given model, despite the
simplicity of the required task (it does not even require breaking a symmetry) and despite
the ability of the robots (as opposed to stationary processors) to wander around and reveal
a priory unknown facts about their environment. The most fundamental conclusion, that
no global knowledge can be acquired by anonymous robots on an anonymous graph, is
derived.
The completion problem, however, is shown to be reducible to the multi-agent on-line
search problem, so that any robust multi-agent on-line search algorithm can be used to
solve the completion problem. Two such algorithms are proposed. The RWP (random
walk populating) algorithm is based on a multi-agent random walk search algorithm, and
its expected completion time is shown to be (n3) for a specific configuration of graph
and initial distribution of the robots. The AWP (ant walk populating) algorithm is based
on the VAW search algorithm, and its completion time is bounded by O(n·d) for any
configuration.
Next, I propose the DWP (directed walk populating) algorithm. This algorithm is not
directly based on any search algorithm. Instead, it uses the special characteristics of the
1
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populating problem, and utilizes the already settled robots to enhance the populating
process. The completion time of the DWP is also bounded by O(n·d), and it is shown to
be robust, asynchronous and efficient.
Finally, a wide variety of simulations was conducted. The dependency of both DWP and
AWP on the initial distribution of the robots is studied and analyzed. Energetic efficiency
of DWP over AWP is demonstrated. And the expected dependency of completion time of
both algorithms on the size of the graph is empirically shown be better then the
analytically computed value – O(n0.5·d) for AWP and O(d) for DWP.

2
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List of Symbols
Abbreviations and Acronyms
A-DWP
AWP
B-DWP
DWP
MA-DWP
ME-DWP
RWP
VAW

Asynchronous DWP
Ant Walk Populating
Basic DWP
Directed Walk Populating
Modified Asynchronous DWP
Memory Efficient DWP
Random Walk Populating
Vertex Ant Walk

Symbols
At(i)
C (R,A,q)
d
D(u,v)
G(V,E)
Lt(r)
n
N(v)
R
T
T (R,A,q)

the set of robots occupying node vi at time t
The time it takes for algorithm to populate ring graph R, with robots
distributed according to A with initial states q
The diameter of a graph
The distance between the nodes u and v
A connected graph with V its vertices group and E its edges group
The index of the location of robot r on time t
The size of a graph
The set of all the nodes on the graph, that are neighbors of v
The amount of robots
Maximum sleeping time of a robot
The time it takes for algorithm to terminate on a ring graph R, with
robots distributed according to A with initial states q
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nanorobotics deals with the controlled manipulation of objects with nanometer-scale
dimensions – atoms and molecules [27].
One of the main applications of nanorobotics, as considered nowadays, is going to be in
the field of nano-medicine – manipulation of nano-particles inside the human body, in
order to study [24], heal, maintain and improve it. Nanorobots may substitute cells within
the body (which are basically natural nano-machines), out-performing their tasks
[11,12,13,24]. Moreover, manipulating the most basic building blocks of the body,
nanorobots should theoretically be able to do literally almost everything with the body
[6,7,8,14].
Other usages of nanorobotics may include industrial usages, military usages [26] and
even imaginary usages taken straight from “star trek”, such as tractor beams, force fields
and so on [17].
Due to its miniature size, a nanorobot is assumed to have a limited amount of computing
and communication capabilities [21]. Due to the computation limitations, nanorobotic
applications should require minimum such capability.
It is not the size of the nanorobot alone which poses a limit on its communication
capabilities, but also its environment, which tends to be inside the human body for
nanomedicine applications (where wireless communication, used simultaneously by
billions of robots, might prove lethal [6,28]), or at least in some other liquid environment
[5,23]. These limitations narrow the variety of communication means a nanorobot may
use - acoustic communication [11,12,13,15,23,24] and communicating by chemical
markings [6,8,21] are the leading candidates. Obviously, the one communication method
that always works is simply by touching (e.g., when the need for communication arises
only upon an encounter of two robots).
The ability of a nanorobot to sense its environment should base on contact: either the
most basic form of contact - touching and feeling its environment [7], or more
sophisticated forms of contact, such as concentration [13] and pressure sensors [12].
However, a single robot of these dimensions is unlikely to have any noticeable effect in
the human scale [6], hence teams of nanorobots should cooperate in order to achieve such
an effect [5]. Given that there are about 1013 tissue cells in the human body [16], even
assuming the amount of nanorobots to be several orders of magnitude smaller requires
billions of robots.
The most basic method of controlling a team of robots is the centralized control model,
i.e. having a central controller, telling each robot what it should do next. This model has
some serious drawbacks, when considering nanorobotics applications:
Scale: In order to be relevant, the team might have to include millions, or even
billions of simultaneously working robots. Considering the observation of Dudek et al
[9], that the centralized model is actually equivalent to using a single robot, with
distributed sensors and actuators, the algorithmic and computational problems of
4
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simultaneously processing data from so many sensors, and controlling so many
actuators become obvious.
Communication: I have mentioned before that there are some major limitations on the
communication capability of a nanorobot. Lacking the ability to autonomously decide
on its next actions, forces the nanorobot to communicate with its controller, over a
distance and using a bandwidth, which are probably far beyond the legitimate ones for
such applications.
Reliability: Once again, consider the above observation of the centralized model as a
single robot with distributed sensors and actuators. What are the odds for all those
sensors and actuators to work properly? (Recall that the team might include billions of
nanorobots). A central controller, assigning a task to a distant agent, must either
assume its satisfactory completion, or be willing to pay (in time, computational
resources, power consumption, expensive spare hardware, etc.) the price of its failure.
Having so many robots implies a very high probability of failure in some of them, and
since they are merely parts of the single-distributed-robot – a very high probability of
failure of this robot performing its mission, or a very high price to pay for its success
despite the failure.
A more appropriate control model for nanorobotics is the distributed control model, also
known as cooperative-robotics or ant-robotics. This model includes no central controller
– each robot controls itself based on its own perception of the “world”, hence resulting in
the following advantages over the centralized model:
Scale: The amount of robots makes no computational difference. Each robot performs
its own calculations, based on its “near proximity”, and does not need to care about
how many robots are out there. The robots are identical, physically and functionally
(CMP-IDENT in the taxonomy of Dudek et al. [9]), and adding any amount of robots
does not change this functionality at all.
Communication: A nanorobot acts “locally”. It might know what the “target” of the
team is, but it should not care about the current state of the entire mission. It should
communicate only with its near proximity, if at all (COM-NEAR or COM-NONE
[9]), thus obeying the communication limitations posed by nano-applications.
Reliability: There is no task allocation in this model of control. Each robot decides on
its next move based on its perception of the current state of the world. It does not
really matter if a robot fails, since its failure does not change the current state of the
world1 – some other robot will sense that state and take the action.
Although there seems to be a general agreement, within the nanorobotics community,
regarding the necessity of cooperation between multitudes of nanorobots, there is hardly
any published work, attacking the problem from the multirobotics point of view.
The populating problem is the reduction of a real world nanorobotics problem to the
“sterile”, well-defined computer science environment. The problem's motivation, as well
as its base assumptions and constraints come from the nanorobotics world. However,
once the problem is defined, its research is the research of a pure, multirobotics problem.
1

Unless, of course, the internal state of the robot is a part of the current state of the world, in which case
robustness is not trivial. This is the case with the populating problem.

5
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Chapter 2
The Populating Problem
2.1 Motivation
Anesthetization is inducing total or partial loss of sensation, especially tactile sensibility,
at some living organism, usually induced for purposes of a medical surgery by an
anesthetic, such as chloroform or nitrous oxide. Biostasis is a condition in which an
organism's cell and tissue structures are preserved, allowing later restoration2. Both goals
may be achieved by nanorobots, carried with the blood stream and attaching themselves
to tissues in random locations all over the body. The robots then spread over the entire
body, occupying each and every cell, and each robot blocks the molecular machinery of
metabolism inside its cell, as a step towards total “shut-down” of the body. (Obviously,
this process should be reversible…). [7]
The problem of spreading a swarm of robots all over a connected unknown environment
(the tissue), given any initial distribution, so that every sector of this environment (every
cell) will, eventually, be occupied by at least one robot, is the populating problem.
Other instances of this problem may be to place a virus in every computer of an enemy's
network, so that simultaneous activation would bring the entire network down at the same
moment, not giving it a chance to overcome; or placing a robot in each room of an
unknown building for "bugging" purposes.

2.2 The Formal Model
G(V,E) is a connected graph with n nodes. Over the nodes of G, R n robots are scattered.
Each node of G may contain an unlimited amount of robots.
The robots move, one edge at a time, along the edges of E.
A robot may be in one of two states – either settled or unsettled. Being in a node, a robot
may sense the state of any robot in its close proximity, i.e., in the same node or in the
neighboring nodes.
A robot is usually asleep (i.e. in idle mode). When it wakes up, it performs some
algorithm, and then goes back to sleep, for a random yet bounded period of time,
uniformly distributed between 0 and T.
Assuming the robots are initially randomly scattered all over the graph, and the state of
each robot is unsettled, the robots should eventually populate each of the vertices, i.e.,
there should be exactly one settled robot in each node.
The main problem to be solved is where are the unoccupied nodes or, where should each
robot direct itself in order to encounter an empty node?

2

Biostasis is still a speculative process, usually assumed to be achievable by cryonics - preserving the body
under very low temperatures to halt the decay process.

6
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2.3 Definitions
We say that two nodes on the graph are neighbors, if there is an edge between them.
The set N(v) is the set of all the nodes on the graph, that are neighbors of v:
N(v)={v’ V|(v,v’) E}
Once a node contains a settled robot – one may refer the node as the robot and vice
versa.
An empty node is a node in which there is no settled robot.
The induced network is the set of all settled robots.
Completion of the algorithm is having a settled robot in every node.
Termination of the algorithm is having the algorithm completed, and every robot in
the induced network aware of it.

7
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Chapter 3
Related Work
The populating problem seems to be a rather genuine problem. I have found almost no
previous work dealing with such a problem. The closest problem dealt with is the
dispersion problem, studied at [19]. Basically, the dispersion and populating problems are
rather the same. Both problems aim at placing a robot inside each sector of an unknown
environment.
However, the model of the populating problem is rather different from that of [19]. For
example, the environment there is not a general graph but a planar bounded grid. This
property reduces the symmetry of the model (two robots, in different distances from the
borders are not symmetrical) and should make the problem easier. The fact that the model
there assumes synchronicity obviously helps.
Another major difference is rather a restriction I do not pose on my model. In the model
of [19], a cell cannot contain more than a single robot. In fact, it seems like the whole
problem in this model emerges from this restriction, since otherwise, a simple model of
expansion could have solved the problem. Obviously, if two robots may not be in the
same cell at the same time, the expansion model may block the access to some of the
cells. An immediate result of this restriction is that no algorithm that makes use of robotredundancy may be proposed, since for an M-cells-grid there is only room for exactly M
robots!
The populating problem is a multi-agent graph coverage problem, since the entire graph
must be traversed before all of the nodes are occupied. In general, it is also correct to say
that a coverage problem is basically a real time (or an on-line) search problem, in which
an agent (or agents) searches for yet unvisited nodes. With this understanding, we may
consider the populating problem as the problem of searching for unoccupied nodes, while
robots occasionally settle in the empty nodes they find.3 Therefore, every multi-agent
search, which is robust to failure of the agents (self-stabilizing), should do the work –
each robot searches for an empty node, and "fails" once it finds one, thus occupying the
node.
An algorithmic skeleton for a real time search method that fits our model (observability
of neighboring nodes alone) can be found in [20].
The simplest search algorithm is random-walk, which can easily be used for populating.
In [2] it is shown that a single agent is expected to cover a graph in time O(n3).
A more efficient search algorithm is VAW, presented in [33], guaranteed to cover a graph
in O(n·d) where d is the diameter of the graph. Aside from being robust, VAW is shown
(empirically) to benefit almost linearly from the collaboration of several agents (up to
some limit), thus seems like a good candidate to be the basis for a populating algorithm,
which obviously involves a multitude of agents traversing the graph.
3

I would like to thank the ANTS group in the Technion for this insight.
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The model we consider here is that of a fully anonymous system – neither the nodes, nor
the robots are labeled and the robots have no a-priory information about the graph (size
and structure) or even about their number. Breaking the symmetry of such a model poses
great limitations on the deterministic solvability of problems. For example, neither the
leader election problem nor the rendezvous problem are solvable for such a model ([3]
and [10] correspondingly). The termination problem is shown (using a proof resembling
the one in [3]) to be unsolvable as well (sec. 4.1).
Another measure for the difficulty of a distributed problem (apart from breaking
symmetry) is the kind of knowledge acquired during the process of solving it. In [18],
Halpern and Moses define a hierarchy of knowledge, from the distributed knowledge (Dknowledge) of a fact and up to its common-knowledge – everybody knows that
everybody knows…. that everybody knows the fact. The authors show that common
knowledge is hard to achieve. The kind of knowledge acquired during the populating
process is discussed later on (sec. 4.2).

9
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Chapter 4
The Termination Problem
Most of this work deals with the completion aspect of the populating problem – what
should each robot do in order to achieve global populating of the graph. However, the
following section is dedicated to the termination problem – what should each robot do in
order to know that completion indeed occurred.
The problem of distributed termination is a well-studied problem (e.g. [22,29]). However,
the problem dealt with here, although sharing the name of the classic problem, has some
unique characteristics, turning it into a rather different problem. The classic termination
problem is the problem of detecting the termination of the computation performed
distributedly over a message-passing network of processors. In this model, termination
occurs once all the nodes are idle, and the communication channels are all empty.
The most obvious difference between the classic termination problem and the populatingtermination problem is in the model – the populating process does not take place in a
message-passing network. Indeed, the settled robots do induce some sort of
communication network (although communication is done by sensing rather by message
passing), but the progress of the populating process is also affected by robots outside this
network – the unsettled robots. Hence, termination cannot be defined merely by terms of
the communication network alone – processors and channels.
Moreover, the populating process is not a classic computational process. It is not
performed merely inside the robots/processors – it also affects the environment.
Termination occurs not once the robots finish their computations, but once a certain
predicate is fulfilled on the environment. [22] generalizes the classic termination to be
achieved once "some arbitrary predicate on the global state has been reached", but the
global state on our model includes not only the states of the induced network and not only
the states of the traveling robots, but also the state of the environment itself! The problem
of detecting the state of the outside environment appears to be a rather difficult one.

4.1 Impossibility of Termination
Let B be the class of all terminating populating algorithms over our model. In the
following, it is shown that this class is empty, i.e. no populating algorithm can guarantee
termination on an anonymous network with anonymous agents. In order to prove this we
show that given any populating algorithm that terminates on some ring, a new ring may
be constructed, so that there is a specific running scenario of the algorithm over this ring,
under which termination occurs incorrectly.
Let us first define the class B. Algorithm
B is an asynchronous, non-deterministic,
iterative algorithm operated by each robot on a ring, while being inside a node. fulfills
the following conditions:
B.1) On each iteration, its input consists merely of the states of the robots in the current
node and in its neighboring nodes.
10
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B.2) On each iteration, its output may be a combination of changing the robot's state and
moving to a neighboring node.
B.3) It guarantees populating of every graph for every initial distribution (completion).
B.4) It guarantees that a finite time after completion (but not before it) some robot will
know that the graph is entirely populated (termination).
In order to prove that the class B is empty, it is enough to show that for every algorithm
assumed to be in B, there is a specific operating scenario, under which it violates
condition B.4. Therefore, although the robots are asynchronous and cannot assume
synchronicity with one another, we shall focus on the scenario in which the robots
"happen to act" synchronously. Focusing on that synchronous-de-facto scenario, we may
attach a time tag to each iteration and define the following notations: The graph to be
populated is the ring Rn(Vn,En) with Vn = {v0,…,vn-1} and En = {(vi,vi+1) | 0 i n-1} (all
the indices in this proof are modulo n). The state of robot r on time t is qt(r). The index of
the location of robot r on time t is Lt(r) {0,…,n-1}. The set of robots occupying node vi
at time t is At(i).
Using these notations, we may formulate the two first conditions of class B as: [qt+1(r),
Lt+1(r)]= (qt(r), qt(r'), qt(r''), qt(r''') | r' At(Lt(r)-1), r'' At(Lt(r)), r''' At(Lt(r)+1)), reading,
the next state and location of robot r is a function of its own state, of the states of the
other robots currently staying at its current node, and the states of the robots currently
staying at the two nodes neighboring its current node.
Similarly, although the algorithm is non-deterministic, we shall focus on the scenario in
which, the robots "happen to act" deterministically. It should be noted that a multi-robotic
populating algorithm operated in an anonymous environment by anonymous robots, must
include some non-deterministic core to be used in symmetric cases. For example, being
in a node with two empty neighboring nodes, a robot, having no means to distinguish
between the two neighboring nodes, must choose randomly which way to go. Yet, talking
about a ring, the outside viewer can distinguish the two neighboring nodes being CW and
CCW. Hence, saying that the robots "happen to act" deterministically means that for the
outside viewer, whenever the input for is the same input, the output is the same output,
although the robots "cannot mean" for it to be that way.
Next, let us define the t-neighborhood of a node. The t-neighborhood of node vi on Rn is
the string {vi-t,…,vi,…,vi+t} of 2t+1 nodes. A node may appear more than once in the tneighborhood, if 2t+1>n.
The following lemma claims that the state of a robot on time t, is determined uniquely by
the initial states of the robots, initially positioned in its 2t-neighborhood.
Lemma 4.1
Let Rn1 and Rn2 be two rings, possibly with a different number of nodes (i.e. n1 may not
equal n2). If the 2t-neighborhoods of node vi in Rn1 and node uj in Rn2 had the same
initial distribution of robots over them, and those robots were in the same initial states
respectively (that is, q 0n1 r ' r ' A 0n1 i k
q 0n 2 r ' r ' A0n 2 j k , for 0 k 2t), then applying the
same algorithm over both rings results in the robots in node vi being on the same state as
the robots on node uj on time t.
Proof
Clearly, the lemma is correct for t=0.

11
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Let us assume that the lemma is correct up to t= . If q 0n1 r '

r ' A 0n 1 i k

q 0n 2 r '

r ' A 0n 2 j k

for 0 k 2( +1) (initial equality in the 2( +1)-neighborhood), then, by the assumption,
q n1 r ' r ' A n 1 i k
q n 2 r ' r ' A n 2 j k for k=0,1,2.
The robots that will be located in node vi on time +1 are located on time in nodes vi-1,
vi and vi+1. The decision of robot r1, located in vi-1 on time , to move to vi, as well as its
new state, are a function of the states of the robots located in vi, vi-1 and vi-2 on time .
That is:
q n11 r1 , Ln1 1 r1
r

q n1 r1 , q n1 r , q n1 r , q n1 r |
A n1 i , r

A n1 i 1 , r

A n1 i 2

.

But, according to the assumption of the induction, on time , there is a robot r2 in uj-1 on
Rn2 , equivalent to r1 in its state. Moreover, there is an equivalent robot on Rn2 for every
robot in vi-2, vi-1 and vi. Those equivalences imply that the input of on calculating the
next state and location of r1, is the same as its input in calculating those values for r2, and,
since the algorithm is assumed to "happen to act" deterministically, r2 too moves into uj
and sets its state to the same value as does r1. The same argument obviously holds for any
other robot moving into (or staying in) vi on time +1, and that concludes the step of the
induction, which concludes the proof as well.
Q.E.D
We are now ready to show that B is an empty class. In order to show that, we assume that
some algorithm is indeed in B, and hence terminates correctly on some arbitrary rings
Rn1 and Rn2. We than construct a new ring, Rn3, using multiple concatenations of Rn1 and
Rn2, and show that over that ring,
terminates incorrectly, thus contradicting the
assumption.
The proof will require the following notations: Over a ring R(V,E), are given an initial
distribution of robots - A A 0 i vi V , a set of initial states of the robots - q q 0 r r A ,
and a correct terminating populating algorithm . Let C (R,A,q) be the time it takes for
to populate the ring, that is, the time on which the last of the nodes is populated
(completion time). Let T (R,A,q) be the time it takes for to terminate under these
conditions, that is, the time on which the first robot realizes that the ring is indeed
populated (termination time).
Theorem 4.2
The class B is an empty class.
Proof
Assume, to the contrary, that the class B contains some algorithm .
Let Rn1(Vn1,En1) be a ring of n1 nodes, with initial distribution of robots over it A n1 A 0n1 i vi V n1 , and a set of initial states of the robots - q n1 q 0n1 r r A n1 . According

to the assumption, terminates on Rn1 in T (Rn1,An1,qn1).
Let Rn2(Un2,En2) be a ring of n2 nodes, with initial distribution of robots over it A n 2 A 0n 2 i u i U n 2 , and a set of initial states of the robots - q n 2 q 0n 2 r r A n 2 .
According to the assumption,

completes the populating of Rn2 in C (Rn2,An2,qn2).

12
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With no loss of generality, we may assume that T (Rn1,An1,qn1)< C (Rn2,An2,qn2), that
robot r1 is the first to realize that Rn1 is populated, while being in node v0 Vn1, and that
robot r2 populates node u0 Un2 on C (Rn2,An2,qn2).
Let Rn3(Wn3,En3) be a ring of n3=2[2T (Rn1,An1,qn1)+2C (Rn2,An2,qn2)+1] nodes, with n3
robots initially distributed over it according to:
A n3

A 0n 3 i

A 0n 3
A 0n 3

wi Wn3

n3
2

0

k

2T R n1 , A n1 , q n1 and with the robots being on initial

A n0 2 k mod n 2 0

k

2C R n 2 , A n 2 , q n 2

A 0n1 k mod n1

k
k

states according to (see Figure 4-1):
qn3
q n0 3 r

r A 0n 3

q n0 3 r

r A 0n 3

q n01 r

k
n3
2

k

r A n0 1 k mod n1

q 0n 2 r

r A n0 2 k mod n 2

0

k

2T R n1 , A n1 , q n1

0

k

2C R n 2 , A n 2 , q n 2

.

Since lemma 4.1 did not limit t to be smaller than n, and therefore allowed the equality
over the 2t-neighborhood to "wrap around" the ring, it is clear that the 2T (Rn1,An1,qn1)neighborhood of node w0 in Rn3 equals that of node v0 in Rn1 in the sense of lemma 4.1,
hence:
(1)
q Tn 3 R n1 ,A n1 ,q n 1 w 0 q Tn1 R n 1 ,A n1 ,q n 1 v 0 .
w0

2T (Rn1,An1,qn1)
v7

w1

v0

2T (Rn1,An1,qn1)

v1
v7
v0

v0

u2

u3

2C (Rn2,An2,qn2)

2C (Rn2,An2,qn2)

u3
u4
u0

u1

u4

u0
w(n3)/2

Figure 4-1
The ring Rn3
The name of the node in noted next to it. Inside each node there is the name of the equivalent node in Rn1/2
– the robots in node w0 are in the same initial states as those in v0 on Rn1, those in w1 equal those of v1,
those in w(n3)/2 equal those of node u0 on Rn2 and so on.

The same argument, regarding the 2C (Rn2,An2,qn2)-neighborhood of node w(n3)/2 in Rn3
and node u0 in Rn2, leads to:
(2)
q Cn 3 R n 2 ,A n 2 ,q n 2 w n 3 q Cn 2 R n 2 ,A n 2 ,q n 2 u 0 .
n1

n1

n1

2

On time T (R ,A ,q ), the robot r1, located in node v0 on Rn1, realized that the ring was
populated, and changed its state accordingly. But, according to (1), on the same time,
there was a robot entering the same state in node w0 on Rn3, hence – termination
occurred.
13
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On the other hand, on time C (Rn2,An2,qn2), the robot r2 populated node u0 on Rn2 and
changed its state accordingly. But, according to (2), on the same time, there was a robot
entering the same state in node w(n3)/2 on Rn3, hence – Rn3 was not entirely populated
before C (Rn2,An2,qn2).
Since T (Rn1,An1,qn1)< C (Rn2,An2,qn2), we conclude that on Rn3, termination occurred
before completion of populating, contradicting our assumption that algorithm belongs
to class B (contradicting condition B.4).
Hence, the class B is empty and no populating algorithm can guarantee termination over
every graph, every initialization and every combination of random timings and decisions.
Q.E.D

4.2 Discussion
Why is termination impossible?
It is rather intuitive to blame it on the symmetry. Both the leader election problem and the
rendezvous problem are unsolvable for the anonymous model we consider ([3] and [10]
correspondingly). Both problems involve breaking symmetry – either the symmetry of
the robots in the leader election problem, where a single robot becomes unique, or the
symmetry of the network in the rendezvous problem, where a single node (the
rendezvous node) becomes unique. The populating problem requires no breaking of
symmetry whatsoever, thus it is no big surprise that a rather simple algorithm solves it.
Nevertheless, the termination problem was shown to be unsolvable, although requiring no
breaking of symmetry at all! Despite requiring no breaking of symmetry, the termination
problem is clearly a harder problem than the leader election problem (a leader may run a
DFS to check for termination, but the opposite will not do).
So why is termination impossible?
[18] defines a hierarchy of knowledge acquired during the process of solving a problem.
First, there is the distributed knowledge (D-knowledge) of a fact, meaning that no single
agent knows the fact, but it can be derived from the combination of the knowledge of all
agents. Then there is S-knowledge in which some agent in the group has the knowledge
of the fact, and so on up to common-knowledge – everybody knows that everybody
knows…. that everybody knows the fact. The authors show there that common
knowledge is hard to achieve. However, the termination problem does not require
common knowledge! All that is required is for some agent (or agents) to know that the
graph is entirely populated. It seems like the system should achieve mere S-knowledge,
but still, we have shown that this knowledge is unachievable.
What do the robots know upon completion of the populating process? At a first glance it
seems that the fact of completion is distributed among the robots – each robot knows only
that there are no empty nodes in its vicinity, but knowing that such a fact holds for each
and every node yields the knowledge of completion. Marking the fact "robot i has no
empty neighbor" by i, we may claim that the distributed knowledge is the assertion
R
i

, thus implying completion once satisfied.

i 1

The first and obvious flaw in this claim is in the fact
"robot i". The robots have no identity at all. The way
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the knowledge of some outside observer, but the knowledge of the robot itself is merely
={"I have no empty neighbor"}. Yet, it seems to be enough – if the distributed
knowledge is the assertion

R

, then its satisfaction still implies completion.

i 1

That is where the most basic flaw prevents the system from having even D-knowledge of
completion. R is unknown. The robots do not know their number. As long as some robot
has an empty neighbor, there is an S-knowledge of the fact that the populating process is
not yet completed. But in order to acquire the knowledge of completion, the system must
realize that holds for each and every robot – that requires knowledge of R. Apparently,
the fact of completion is not implied from every robot knowing , just as well as the
number of the robots is not distributed among the robots, just by each robot knowing that
it's "alive".
So completion, or even R, is not simply distributed among the robots. That is no big
surprise. After all, it is known that a distributed system of processors cannot acquire new
knowledge without receiving new input, unless this knowledge was already (at least)
distributed among its members.
Nevertheless, robots, by definition, may receive new input at any time, due to their
movement and sensing of the environment. The strength of this result is that although a
system of robots is not bounded to its initial knowledge (as opposed to a network of
processors), it cannot acquire the very basic knowledge of its size, and hence the
knowledge of termination.

15
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Chapter 5
Basic Structure of a Populating
Algorithm
Based on the understanding that a populating algorithm is actually an extended real time
search, a basic skeleton is proposed for a populating algorithm, similar to that given on
[20] for a real time search:

Populating Skeleton
Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
2. Else, u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
)};
update h(v) using some value-update rule;
3.
4.
move r to u.
In the above algorithm, "one-of" means "selected uniformly from".
If the real time search algorithm embedded in this algorithm is self stabilizing, then the
fact that occasionally a robot stops moving and settles down should not prevent the rest
of the robots from carrying the search on, until, eventually, there will be a robot
populating each and every node.

16
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Chapter 6
Random Walk Populating
6.1 The Algorithm
The most trivial populating algorithm is the RWP - Random-Walk based Populating
algorithm:

RWP
Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
2. Else, u = one-of N(v);
3.
move r to u.
This algorithm uses no update rule. Hence, the choice of the destination node u is taken
randomly among all of v's neighbors.
Note that the case in which two robots decide to settle at the same node at the same time
is not handled here. Section 10 addresses this problem.

6.2 Time Complexity Analysis
Clearly, the random-walk algorithm completion time cannot be deterministically
bounded. Still, it is worthwhile to calculate its expected completion time.
Analyzing the whole algorithm, is a rather complicated task. Instead, let us analyze the
special case, in which, upon initialization, all the robots but one are already settled.
Indeed, this is not very likely an initial state to occur, but one should notice that no matter
what the initial state is, the algorithm always reaches the point where all the robots but
one are settled. Hence, the complexity calculated here is at least a lower bound on the real
completion time complexity of the entire algorithm.
The first thing to notice, when examining our special case, is that once there is only one
unsettled robot, we may model its behavior as a discrete-time Markov Chain. Given E,
the edge matrix of the graph, one may convert it to P, the transition matrix, by dividing
row i, 1 i n, representing the edges hitting node i, by the degree of this node.

17
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The average completion time of the algorithm on this case, is one plus the mean hitting
time of the neighbors of the empty node in the graph ([4] defines hitting time as "the
expected number of steps before a random walk beginning at x first reaches a vertex y")4.
Since the algorithm is a Markov chain, the vector of mean hitting times at a group A of
nodes is given by:
k iA 0
for
i A

k iA

pij k jA

1

for

i

A

j A

In the above expression, k iA is the mean hitting time at the group A, starting from node i,
and pij is the transition probability from node i to node j [25].
Simulations imply that the worst mean hitting time occurs on a "lollypop" or a "balloon"
graph - a string with a clique at the end5. I have analyzed a graph of (m-1) nodes in the
string of the balloon, and (n-m+1) nodes in its clique [Figure 6-1].

1

2

m-1

n-m+1 nodes

m

Figure 6-1
A lollypop graph

The following set of equations describes the average hitting times at the empty node 1,
assuming that hitting node 2, a robot would sense that node 1 is empty, and move there
on the next step (k is the average hitting time of every node in the clique, but node m):
k2 1

ki

1

km

1

1
2

ki

1

1
n m 1

k 1
k
Solving these equations for k, we get:
n m 1
n m

1
2

km

ki

2

1
n m
n m 1

1
1
n m

i

m

k

km

k=m3-(2n+2)m2+(n2+5n-3)m-(2n2+n-5)
4

Since a robot can sense the state of the robots in its neighboring nodes – once hitting a neighbor of the
empty node the robot should sense the empty node, and move into it on the next step.
5
I did not simulate the random walk itself. Instead, I've randomly selected edge matrices, E, representing
connected graphs, converted them into P – the transition matrices, and analytically computed the maximum
first hitting time for each such graph. The maximum values tended to appear for "lollypop"-like graphs.
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Differentiating and equating to zero we see that k achieves its maximum for:

m
The maximum value is6:

2n 2

n2
3

7 n 13

n 6
3

k max 271 4n 3 15n 2 36n 27
This result complies with that given in [4]. The proof there is much more complicated,
since they actually prove that the lollypop graph is indeed the extremal graph, but the
result given here is sufficient for our needs, since it implies that for some graphs, the
expected completion time of the RWP algorithm is (n3).
A slightly better algorithm may be based on a diffusion process, with the selection rule
being u = one-of argminu' N(v){|A(u'
)|} and A(u') being the set of robots occupying node
u'. Still, as long as the number of robots is of the order of n, any correlation between the
number of robots in a node and its distance from an empty node is soon to be eliminated,
and the diffusion based algorithm reduces fast enough to a simple RWP algorithm

6

The actual maximum value is a bit larger, and results from
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Chapter 7
Ant Walk Populating
A better candidate for a real-time search to embed in the populating algorithm is the
VAW algorithm [33]:

AWP

Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
2. Else, if r is unsettled:
3.
u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
)};
4.
h(v) = max{h(u)+1, h(v)};
5.
move r to u.
Since VAW is a self-stabilizing algorithm, not only with respect to the initial states of the
robots and of the graph, but also in terms of scalability – adding or removing robots at
any time does not affect its successful completion – the AWP algorithm is guaranteed to
complete. Moreover, since a single VAW robot covers a graph in O(n·d) steps, we are
assured that the completion time of the AWP is not worse than that.
However, there is an obvious waste of idle computational resources in this algorithm.
Once a robot settles down, it no longer participates in the global effort to complete the
mission. Thus, the closer the robots are to completion, the less is the number of robots
actually participating in the computational effort, and, as shown empirically in [33] – for
a small amount of robots this might mean even a linear decrease in the efficiency of the
system towards the end of the algorithm. The DWP algorithm, presented hereinafter, uses
the settled robots as well, thus accelerating the populating process. See section 12 for a
thorough empirical comparison between the AWP and DWP algorithms.
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Chapter 8
Synchronous Directed Walk Populating
In order to accelerate the populating process, let us present the DWP – Directed Walk
Populating algorithm. As opposed to the RWP algorithm, where the robots wandered
aimlessly across the graph, and no upper bound could have been placed on the time of
completion, in the DWP the robots (attempt to) direct each other towards empty nodes,
thus accelerating the convergence of the algorithm, and guaranteeing an O(n·d)
completion time in the worst case. As opposed to the AWP algorithm, where settled
robots got out of the computational game, in the DWP algorithm every robot may
contribute to the computational effort up to the end of the algorithm, by continuously
updating the h(v) function.
Let us first describe a synchronous DWP algorithm, and expand it later to the
asynchronous case.

8.1 The Algorithm
Basic DWP
Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
)};
2. Else, u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
3.
If r is settled, then h(v) = h(u)+1.
4.
Else, if h(u)<h(v), then move r to u.
The DWP algorithm has two distinct layers. On the lower layer, the already settled robots
function as a network of simple processors – each running a distributed algorithm that
results in each robot knowing its distance from the nearest empty node. We call that
distance "height", since one may think of the distance function, over the induced network,
as a topographic map, in which the empty nodes are in sea level, while the farther a node
is from an empty node – the higher it is. On top of that induced network, the unsettled
robots move, and are directed towards the empty nodes. This movement may be
considered as "sliding" down the "slope" of the distance function – from higher nodes to
lower nodes, towards "sea level".
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Note that the DWP violates the basic structure of a populating algorithm given above by
leaving the update procedure at the hands of the already settled robots. It is this violation,
though, that enhances the performance of the DWP.

8.2 Proof of Completion
The following series of lemmas leads towards a theorem, saying that the DWP algorithm
completes the populating of the graph, i.e., there is a moment by which each node
contains a settled robot.
The first lemma is quite straight forward, and results from the fact that line 4 of the
algorithm is executed only by unsettled robots.
Lemma 8.1
An occupied node never gets emptied.
In the second lemma, I claim that the height of each node is a non-decreasing value.
Lemma 8.2
A node never decreases its height.
Proof
An empty node is determined to be of height 0. Looking at the algorithm, one may notice
that a node7 may change its height either by executing the third line of the algorithm, or
by getting emptied. According to lemma 8.1, a node never gets emptied, thus a node may
change its height only by executing the third line of the algorithm.
Assume that t+1 is the moment at which, for the first time, a node has decremented its
height. Assume also that node v is that node (or one of those nodes), and that it has
decremented its height from k to k'
<k. Since v must have changed its height via the third
line of the algorithm, it must have had some neighbor, v'
, which height at time t was k'
-1.
In order for h(v) to become k in the first place, on time t'
+1 t – its lowest neighbor must
have been of height k-1 at t'
. Therefore, h(v'
) could not have been less than k-1 at t'
.
+1, v'must have
Since h(v'
) was no less than k-1 at t'
, and exactly k'
-1<k-1 at t t'
decremented its height at some moment up to t, contradicting the assumption that t+1 is
the moment at which, for the first time, a node has decremented its height.
Q.E.D
Next, I show a correlation between the height of a node and its distance from an empty
node.
Lemma 8.3
The height of a node can never exceed its distance from an empty node (as long as there
is such).

7

Recall that once a robot settles in a node, we do not distinguish between that node and that robot. Thus,
although it is the robot that stores the height, we can say that "a node may change its height…".
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Proof
Let v be a node, k edges away from the empty node u.
The lemma is obviously true for k=1, since, whenever v wakes up, it sees its neighbor, u,
which height is 0, thus it cannot set its height to more than 1.
Assume that the lemma is correct for k-1. Let v'be a neighbor of v, k-1 edges away from
u. Whenever v wakes up, it sees its neighbor, v'
, and cannot set its height to more than
one above that of v'
. However, according to the assumption, h(v'
) k-1. Therefore h(v) k.
Q.E.D
From the above three lemmas, follows a bound on the height of a node, and hence on the
total sum of the heights of all the nodes of the graph.
Corollary 8.4
As long as there are only m<n populated nodes on the graph, the height of the highest
robot cannot be more than m.
Moreover, if the diameter of the graph is d, the height of the highest robot cannot be more
than min(m,d).

Corollary 8.5
As long as there are only m<n populated nodes on the graph, the sum of the heights of all
the robots on the induced network is bounded by m2. If the diameter of the graph is d, the
sum of the heights is bounded by m·min(m,d).
It is time now to define two new terms: An unstable robot is a settled robot, which
height is not greater by one than that of its lowest neighbor. The induced network is said
to be correct if it contains no unstable robots.
The following two lemmas are the heart of the proof, showing that both processes of the
algorithm – learning the distance function and sliding down it – are bounded in time.
Lemma 8.6
As long as there is an empty node on the graph, the induced network is guaranteed to
become correct within some bounded time period.
Proof
Since the height of an unstable robot is not one unit above that of its lowest neighbor, we
are guaranteed that once such a robot wakes up it would change its height, and according
to lemma 8.2 – it must increment it.
On the other hand, according to corollary 8.5, the sum of the heights over the induced
network is bounded; hence, before that boundary it reached, the induced network must
become correct.
Q.E.D
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Lemma 8.7
If there is an empty node on a graph with a correct induced network, it is guaranteed that
a robot will settle in such a node within some bounded time period.
Proof
On a correct induced network, an unsettled robot is always guaranteed to move "down",
to a lower neighbor. As long as there are only m<n populated nodes, the height of a node
with an unsettled robot is bounded from above by min(m,d) (corollary 8.4). Therefore, we
are guaranteed that even an unsettled robot, starting from a node of height d, will arrive at
an empty node within d time steps, and settle in it on the next time step.
Q.E.D
We are now ready to prove completion.
Theorem 8.8
The algorithm is guaranteed to be completed within some bounded time period, and the
graph is guaranteed to remain populated from that moment on.
Proof
According to lemmas 8.6 and 8.7, as long as there is an empty node on the graph, an
unsettled robot is guaranteed to become settled – not later than d time steps after the
induced network becomes correct. Hence, the number of settled robots increases, and the
algorithm will be completed once that number reaches n.
According to lemma 8.1, the graph will remain populated from that moment on.
Q.E.D

8.3 Time Complexity Analysis
One may think of the height function as a "blanket", spread over the graph. The DWP
process slowly lifts that blanket of that graph. The point is that as long as the blanket is
"attached" to graph at some node (where h(v)=0), it cannot be stretched up beyond some
calculable limit. Comparing that limit to the rate at which the blanket rises yields an
upper bound to the time it takes the blanket to "detach" itself from the graph. This
"blanket technique"8 was used to prove various results regarding the VAW algorithm in
[30,31], and is used here in analyzing the time complexity of the DWP algorithm.
The following lemma refines the result of corollary 8.5 by placing a tighter bound on the
sum of the heights of all the robots on the graph.
Lemma 8.9
Assuming there is a single empty node on a graph with diameter d and n vertices, the sum
of the heights of all the nodes on the graph is bounded from above by d(2n-d-1)/2, when
the induced network becomes correct.

8

I thank my instructors, Prof. Bruckstein and Dr. Wagner for this conceptualization.
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Proof
According to lemma 8.3 and corollary 8.4, as long as there are only n-1 populated nodes
on a graph of diameter d, the highest node may not be higher than d. On that case, d-1 of
the rest of the nodes must be of heights d-1,d-2,…,1 and the rest of the (n-1-d) nodes can
be of height d each.
Therefore, the sum of the heights is bounded from above by
d
i 1

i d n 1 d

1
2

d 2n d 1 .
Q.E.D

Theorem 8.10
The time required to complete the populating of an n-nodes graph of diameter d, using
the DWP algorithm, is bounded from above by O(n·d).
Proof
On every time step, as long as the induced network is not correct, some robot must
increment its height. Since lemma 8.9 binds the sum of the heights by d(2n-d-1)/2 as long
as the algorithm did not complete, it is guaranteed that, along the algorithm, there will be
at most d(2n-d-1)/2 time steps, in which the induced network is not correct ("incorrect
time steps").
According to lemma 8.7, it takes no more than d+1 time steps, in which the induced
network is correct ("correct time steps"), to populate any node. Hence, it takes no more
than n(d+1) correct time steps to complete the algorithm.
Since a time step must be either incorrect or correct, we are assured that the algorithm
will compete within 12 d 2n d 1 n d 1 O n d time steps.
Q.E.D
I will now show that the result of theorem 8.10 is a tight bound.
Theorem 8.11
The time required to complete the populating of an n-nodes graph might be (n·d).
Proof
Let us consider a string graph with an odd number of nodes, n. Let us mark its nodes, left
to right as 1,2,…,n. The initial distribution of n robots on this graph is (n+5)/2 robots in
node 4, and one robot in each of the even nodes 6,8,…,n-1. In the following, we see the
initial configuration for an 11-nodes string, 'E' representing an empty node.
unsettled robots
height

E

E

E

8
E

E

1
E

E

1
E

E

1
E

E

Let us follow the evolution of the basic-DWP algorithm on this graph, under the
restriction that whenever a robot has to decide randomly which way to go – it decides to
go left. The blue marks indicate a change – either in the amount of unsettled robots in a
certain node or in the height of a node.
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Description

Node no.

0
1

One robot settles in each node

2

The robot in node 4 increments its height. The rest
don’t move because there is no gradient
The unsettled robots in node 4 have equal gradient
to left and right. They all choose to move left

3
4

One robot settles in node 3

5

The robot in node 3 increments its height

6

The unsettled robots in node 3 must move left along
the gradient

7
8
9

The robot in node 3 is no longer higher than its
lowest neighbor, thus it increments its height

10
11
12
13

The robot in node 1 is not higher than its lowest
neighbor, thus it increments its height
The unsettled robots in node 1 must move right
along the gradient. The settled robot in 2 increments
The unsettled robots in node 2 choose to move left
along the gradient. The settled robot in 1 increments
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Let us call the iteration so far – the "blue" phase. At the end of this phase, we have all the
unsettled robots concentrate in node 1, a "slope" of height going down to node 4, and a
settled robot in each of the rest of the even nodes. Note that we would have received the
same setup for every odd number of nodes.
Now we start a "forward-backward" process. The forward moves are marked in red (i.e.
the changes) and the backward moves are marked in orange.
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Once again, all the unsettled robots are concentrated in node 1 – this time with a slope
going down to node 6. As before, this is true for every odd number of nodes.
And so another "forward-backward" process begins. This time I did not write the whole
process explicitly, but it evolves similarly to the previous process.
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This time the slope goes down to node 8. At the end of the next process, the slope will get
to the 10th node, and this is as far as it can go on an 11-nodes string. Hence, the following
is the last of the "forward-backward" processes.
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The concluding phase is a forward phase, in which the last robot slides down the slope,
along the entire string, until is settles at node 11.
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We see that the algorithm starts with 13 initial steps (no matter what n is), and then gets
into some iterative "forth and back" movement – the first iteration takes 2*5 steps, the
second – 2*7 and the third – 2*9. The evolution ends with 11 (=n) steps.
Therefore, in the general case of odd n, the algorithm requires

13

n 3
2

2 2i 1

i 2

n

n 2 11
2

time steps.
It is easy to show a similar result for even n.
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Since, for a string graph, d equals n, we get that the completion time for such a graph
might be (n·d).
Q.E.D
Notice that increasing the amount of the robots does not improve this upper bound. On
the worst case described on theorem 8.11, all the robots are concentrated initially in node
4 and move together throughout the algorithm. Hence, they practically function as a
single robot, and no speedup is acquired. However, the mean completion time (left as an
open question at the moment) is slightly improved given additional robots, as analyzed
empirically on section 12.4. Nevertheless, since the mean performance of the DWP is
empirically shown to be O(d) (section 12.3), the improvement due to additional robots is
not dramatic, and stays within this bound.

8.4 Memory Complexity Analysis
The algorithm, as described before, requires a robot to have O(log(d)) memory. More
precisely, a robot may be in one of d+2 states as long as the algorithm has not completed
– unsettled or settled with heights 0 to d (according to corollary 8.4). Hence, it requires
log(d+2) bits to encode those states9.
I will now present a slightly modified version of the algorithm and prove that it is
equivalent to the above algorithm, but requires only O(1) memory – 2 bits to be precise...
(This is a rather similar result to that given in [33] for the memory complexity required of
each node in the VAW algorithm, but here – these are the robots that require the
memory).

9

Once the algorithm is completed – we no longer care about the height, and it may keep changing modulo
d+1.
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Memory Efficient DWP

Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
For each robot, set state = 3
// All the robots are unsettled.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v and set state(r) = 0.
2. Else,
3.
If state(r) 3, then // r is settled
a.
If there is v' N(v) such that state(v) == state(v'
)+1 mod 3,
then set m = state(v)-1 mod 3.
b.
Else if there is v' N(v) so that state(v) == state(v'
),
then set m = state(v).
c.
Else // for every v' N(v): state (v) == state(v'
)-1 mod 3
set m = state(v)+1 mod 3.
Set state(v) = m+1 mod 3.
d.
Else u = one-of {v’ | v’ N(v) and state(v’)==state(v)-1 mod 3};
If u NULL, then move r to u.
Lemma 8.12
In basic-DWP, the height of a node can never exceed the height of its neighbor by more
than one.
Proof
Assume that node v, which height is k+1, has a neighbor v’, which height is k’<k on time
t’. In order for h(v) to become k+1 on t+1 t’, the lowest neighbor of v must have been of
height k on t, thus the height of v'could not have been less than k, back on t –
contradicting, according to lemma 8.2, the fact that its height on t'
>t is less than k.
Q.E.D
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Theorem 8.13
The Memory Efficient DWP (ME-DWP) is equivalent to the Basic DWP (B-DWP).
Proof
I will prove this theorem by showing that taking the same random choices in both
algorithms, the state of a settled robot r at some time t under the ME-DWP algorithm
equals the height modulo 3 of that robot, at that time under the B-DWP algorithm.
Initially, all the robots are unsettled in both algorithms. Hence h0(r) = state0(r) mod 3.
Assume that at time t, for every settled robot r, statet(r) = ht(r) mod 3, and that every
unsettled robot in the B-DWP algorithm, is a robot for which state = 3 in the ME-DWP
algorithm.
When a settled robot r wakes up at time t in the B-DWP algorithm, it looks for its
lowest neighbor v'and sets its own height to be 1 more then that of v'
. Let us mark the
height of r as k. According to lemma 8.12, the height of v'must be k-1, k or k+1.
If ht(v'
) = k-1, the assumption says that statet(v'
) = (k-1) mod 3 = ((k mod 3) – 1) mod
3 = statet(r) -1 mod 3. Hence ME-DWP will set statet+1(r) = statet(r) = k mod 3,
while B-DWP will set ht+1(r) = k.
If ht(v'
) = k, the assumption says that statet(v'
) = k mod 3 = statet(r). Hence ME-DWP
will set statet+1(r) = (statet(r) + 1) mod 3 = (k+1) mod 3, while B-DWP will set
ht+1(r) = k+1.
If ht(v'
) = k+1, the assumption says that statet(v'
) = (k+1) mod 3 = ((k mod 3) + 1)
mod 3 = statet(r) +1 mod 3. Hence ME-DWP will set statet+1(r) = statet(r) + 2 mod 3
= (k+2) mod 3, while B-DWP will set ht+1 = k+2.
When an unsettled robot r wakes up at time t in an empty node in B-DWP, it settles
and sets ht+1(r) to 0. The same robot in ME-DWP will settle and set statet+1(r) to 0.
Hence, here too, statet+1(r) = ht+1(r) mod 3.
In B-DWP, when an unsettled robot r wakes up at time t in an occupied node v for
which ht(v) = k, it chooses in random a node from C = {v'| v' N(v) and ht(v'
) = k-1}
and moves there, or stays in place if C is empty.
When that robot wakes up in ME-DWP, the assumption says that statet(v) = k. Hence
it chooses in random a node from C'= {v’ | v’ N(v) and statet(v’) = (k-1) mod 3} and
moves there, or stays in place if C'is empty. According to the assumption, statet(v'
)=
ht(v'
) mod 3, hence C'= {v’ | v’ N(v) and ht(v’) = (k-1) mod 3}. However, ht(v'
) must
be k-1, k, or k+1 (again, according to lemma 8.12), hence C'= C. Since we assumed
the robot to take the same random choices when facing the same dilemma in both
algorithms, we are assured that it will move to the same node in both algorithms.
We have shown that if the state of the robots is the same (modulo 3) at time t in both
algorithms, it will remain so at time t+1, hence the theorem is proved.
Q.E.D
Corollary 8.14
The ME-DWP requires only 2 bits of memory for each robot.
Proof
A robot may only be in one of four states, numbered 0, 1, 2 and 3.
Q.E.D
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Chapter 9
Asynchronous Directed Walk
Populating
In order to expand the DWP algorithm to the asynchronous case, we only need to
separate the procedure a robot performs into two phases – sampling and changing, so that
if a robot samples its neighbors during their changing phase, it re-starts its sampling
phase:

Asynchronous DWP

Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
) for every v' N(v), for time units;
2. Else, sample h(v'
3.
If the sampled values changed during , then go to line 7.
4.
Else, u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
)};
5.
If r is settled, then h(v) = h(u)+1.
Else, if h(u)<h(v), then move r to u.
6.
7. Sleep for random [0,T].
Note that the case in which two robots decide to settle at the same node at the same time
is not handled here. Section 10 addresses this problem.

9.1 Proof of Completion
I will now show that just like the B-DWP, the A-DWP (Asynchronous DWP) algorithm
completes the populating of the graph. The proof is quite similar to that given in section
8.2, and uses most of its results.
Lemma 8.1 holds for A-DWP as well as for B-DWP, hence we start by proving the
equivalent of lemma 8.2.
Lemma 9.1
A node never decreases its height.
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Proof
An empty node is agreed to be of height 0. Looking at the algorithm, one may notice that
a node may change its height either by executing the fifth line of the algorithm, or by
getting emptied. According to lemma 8.1 a node never gets emptied, thus a node may
change its height only by executing the fifth line of the algorithm.
Assume that t is the moment at which, for the first time, a node has decremented its
height. Assume also that node v is that node (or one of those nodes), and that it has
decremented its height from k to k'
<k. Since v must have changed its height via the fifth
line of the algorithm, it must have had some neighbor, v'
, which height at [t- ,t] was k'
-1.
In order for h(v) to become k in the first place, on time t'
<t- – its lowest neighbor must
have been of height k-1 at [t'
- ,t'
]. Therefore, h(v'
) could not have been less than k-1 at
[t'
- ,t'
].
Since h(v'
) was no less than k-1 at t'
, and exactly k'
-1<k-1 at t- >t'
, v'must have
decremented its height at some moment up to t- , contradicting the assumption that t is
the moment at which, for the first time, a node has decremented its height.
Q.E.D
The next lemma claims the height function to be "smooth", in equivalence to lemma 8.12.
Lemma 9.2
The height of a node can never exceed the height of its neighbor by more than one.
Proof
Assume that, on time t'
, node v, which height is k+1, has a neighbor v’, which height is
k’<k. In order for h(v) to become k+1 on t t’, the lowest neighbor of v must have been of
height k on [t- ,t], thus the height of v'could not have been less than k, back on t- –
contradicting, according to lemma 9.1, the fact that its height on t'
>t- is less than k.
Q.E.D
The proof goes on similarly to that of B-DWP up to corollary 8.5 stating that as long as
there are only m<n populated nodes on the graph, the sum of the heights of all the robots
on the induced network is bounded by m2 (or by m·min(m,d) in terms of the diameter of
the graph).
The proof of lemma 8.6, claiming that an induced network must become correct, relied
on the fact that whenever an unstable robot wakes up in B-DWP, it must change its
height. In A-DWP this is not necessarily true, since an unstable robot may sample its
neighbor while the latter changes its height and therefore go back to sleep. The following
two lemmas show that although an unstable robot is not guaranteed to change its height
as soon as it wakes up, it is guaranteed to do so within some bounded time.
Lemma 9.3
A node may change its height only twice between two consecutive changes of its
neighbor.
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Proof
Let v be a node of height k. Assume that v does not change its height. According to
lemma 9.2, the lowest neighbor of v may be of height k-1, and its highest neighbor may
be of height k+1. Since a node never decrements its height (lemma 9.1), as long as v is of
height k, a neighbor of v may only change (increment) its height twice – from k-1 to k and
from k to k+1.
Q.E.D
Lemma 9.4
The height of an unstable robot r is guaranteed to change within 2 T deg(r) time units.
Proof
As soon as a settled robot, r, wakes up, it samples its neighbors. If the sampling process
succeeds and the robot finds itself unstable, it changes its height. If the sampling process
fails, because a neighbor of r is exactly changing its height, r goes back to sleep for a
bounded time period. Still, according to lemma 9.3 the number of such possible delays is
bounded by twice the number of the neighbors of r (the degree of r), and each delay is
bounded by T. Thus, the sampling process is guaranteed to end within 2 T deg(r), and if r
finds itself unstable – it changes its height.
Q.E.D
Using lemma 9.4, the proof of lemma 8.6 becomes correct for A-DWP as well as for BDWP.
The proof of lemma 8.7 is correct anyhow – since the induced network is assumed
correct, sampling cannot fail. Still, the proof is rewritten here, this time – without using
the term "time step".
Lemma 9.5
If there is an empty node on a graph with a correct induced network, it is guaranteed that
a robot will settle in such a node within some bounded time period.
Proof
On a correct induced network, an unsettled robot is always guaranteed to move "down",
to a lower neighbor. As long as there are only m<n populated nodes, the height of a node
with an unsettled robot is bounded from above by min(m,d) (corollary 8.4). Therefore, we
are guaranteed that even an unsettled robot, starting from a node of height d, will arrive at
an empty node within d wake-ups, and settle in it on the next wake-up.
Q.E.D

Corollary 9.6
The proof of theorem 8.8 is applicable for A-DWP, the algorithm is guaranteed to be
completed within some bounded time period, and the graph is guaranteed to remain
populated from that moment on.
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9.2 Time Complexity Analysis
Lemma 9.7
As long as the induced network is not correct, some robot is guaranteed to increment its
height every T time units.
Proof
Line 7 of the algorithm guarantees that within T time units, all the robots wake up at least
once. As long as the induced network is not correct, there is at least one unstable robot at
any time. If that robot succeeds in sampling when it wakes up, it changes its height. On
the other hand, if it fails – that means that some other robot has changed its height at the
same time.
Q.E.D
Theorem 9.8
The time required to complete the populating of an n-nodes graph of diameter d is
bounded from above by O(T·n·d).
Proof
As long as the induced network is not correct, some robot is guaranteed, by lemma 9.7, to
increment its height every T time units. Since lemma 8.9 binds the sum of the heights by
d(2n-d-1)/2 as long as the algorithm did not complete, it is guaranteed that, along the
algorithm, there will be at most T d(2n-d-1)/2 time units, in which the induced network is
not correct ("incorrect time units").
According to lemma 9.5, it takes no more than T (d+1) time units, in which the induced
network is correct ("correct time units"), to populate any node. Hence, it takes no more
than T n (d+1) correct time units, to complete the algorithm.
Since a time unit must be either incorrect or correct, we are assured that the algorithm
will complete within 12 Td 2n d 1 Tn d 1 O T n d time units.
Q.E.D
The tight lower bound, brought in theorem 8.11 for the B-DWP is obviously applicable
for the A-DWP as well, since the synchronous case is a special case of the general
asynchronous case.
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Chapter 10
The Settlement Process
The algorithms presented so far ignored the problem of settlement collisions, i.e., what
happens when two (or more) robots decide simultaneously to settle in the same node.
This is a classic "leader election" problem, obviously unsolvable deterministically for
identical robots. The following modification of the A-DWP algorithm offers an
indeterministic solution for that problem, exploiting the indeterminism embedded in the
asynchronicity itself10.

Modified Asynchronous DWP

Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
2. Else, sample h(v'
) for every v' N(v), for time units;
3.
If the sampled values changed during , then go to line 10.
4.
Else, u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
)};
If r is settled, then
5.
6.
If there is another settled robot in v, then unsettle r;
7.
go to line 10.
8.
Else, h(v) = h(u)+1.
9.
Else, if h(u)<h(v), then move r to u.
10. Sleep for random [0,T].
In this version of the algorithm, we allow more than one robot to settle in the same node.
However, in order for a robot to move on with the algorithm and increment its height, it
must be settled alone in its node, and if it does not – it "backs off" and becomes unsettled
again. Since the sleeping periods of the robots are randomized, there is some positive
probability for a robot to find itself settled alone in a node, hence, the MA-DWP
completes as well as the A-DWP.
The whole process resembles the ALOHA communication networks random access
protocol [1].

10

Solving the collisions in the settlement process is orthogonal to solving the populating problem itself.
The solution presented here is merely a suggestion. Every protocol solving the leader election problem may
be applicable here as well.
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Chapter 11
Robustness
Assume that during the algorithm robots tend to fail in bursts, that is, most of the time
robots do not fail, but, from time to time, there are periods in which several robots fail.
This may be the case when robots die due to some "bursty" external phenomenon. Let us
now modify the proof of the basic DWP, to show that, as long as there are enough robots
to populate the graph despite the deaths, the algorithm is guaranteed to complete, given
long enough time between bursts of failures.
Obviously, we can no longer claim that an occupied node never gets emptied, since its
occupier might die. Instead, let us claim the following, which is just as straightforward:
Lemma 11.1
A node never gets emptied, unless its inhabitant dies.
Lemma 8.3 is also no longer correct as is, since, once a robot dies and leaves its node
empty – it takes some time for the other nodes to update their heights accordingly. The
following lemma claims the relevant claim:
Lemma 11.2
The height of a node v can never exceed its distance D(v,u) from an empty node u (as
long as there is such), unless u was emptied (by death of a robot) within the last D(v,u)
time steps.
Proof
Let v be a node, k edges away from node u. Assume that u is empty at t=0 (either since it
has never been populated, or due to the death of its inhabitant).
The lemma is obviously correct for k=1, since, whenever v wakes up at t 0, it sees its
neighbor, u, which height is 0. Thus, at t 1, v cannot set its height to more than 1.
Assume that the lemma is correct for D(v,u)=k-1. Let v'be a neighbor of v, k-1 edges
away from u. Whenever v wakes up at t k-1, is sees its neighbor, v'
, and cannot set its
height to more than one above that of v'
. Nevertheless, according to the assumption,
h(v'
) k-1 at t k-1. Therefore h(v) k at t k.
Q.E.D

Corollary 11.3
As long as there are only m<n populated nodes on the graph, and no robot has died
within the past m time steps, the height of the highest robot cannot be more than m.
Moreover, if the diameter of the graph is d, and no robot has died within the past
min(m,d) steps, the height of the highest robot cannot be more than min(m,d).
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Corollary 11.4
As long as there are only m<n populated nodes on the graph, and no robot has died
within the past m time steps, the sum of the heights of all the robots on the induced
network is bounded by m2. If the diameter of the graph is d, and no robot has died within
the past d steps, the sum of the heights of all the robots on the induced network is
bounded by m·min(m,d).
Lemma 11.5
A node may decrement its height only if its inhabitant has died since the last step, or if
some neighbor of it has decremented its height on the previous step.
Proof
Let v be a node decrementing its height (not due to the death of its inhabitant) at time step
t from ht-1(v) to ht(v)<ht-1(v).
The lowest neighbor of v, at t-1 must have been u, for which ht-1(u)=ht(v)-1.
The lowest neighbor of v at t-2 must have been w, for which ht-2(w)=ht-1(v)-1.
Since w is the lowest neighbor of v at t-2, we get that:
ht-2(u) ht-2(w) = ht-1(v)-1 ht(v) > ht-1(u)
That is, u has decremented its height on t-1.
Q.E.D
Next, instead of claiming that a node never decreases its height (lemma 8.2), we will bind
the time periods in which such a thing might happen.
Lemma 11.6
As long as the graph is not entirely populated, a node never decreases its height, unless
some robot has died in the past n-1 steps.
Proof
Let vn be a node decrementing its height on time step n, from hn-1(vn) to hn(vn)<hn-1(vn),
and assume that no robot has died on the previous n-1 steps.
According to lemma 11.5:
vn has a neighbor vn-1 for which hn-1(vn-1)<hn-2(vn-1), and
hn-1(vn-1)=hn(vn)-1;
vn-1 has a neighbor vn-2 for which hn-2(vn-2)<hn-3(vn-2), and
hn-2(vn-2)=hn-1(vn-1)-1=hn(vn)-2;
vn-2 has a neighbor vn-3 for which hn-3(vn-3)<hn-4(vn-3), and
hn-3(vn-3)=hn-2(vn-2)-1=hn(vn)-3;
And so on down to:
vn-(n-2) has a neighbor vn-(n-1) for which hn-(n-1)(v n-(n-1))<hn-n(v n-(n-1)), and
hn-(n-1)(v n-(n-1))=hn-(n-2)(v n-(n-2))-1=hn(vn)-(n-1).
Because of the assumption that no robot has died on the n-1 time steps previous to step n
(that is, time steps 1 to n-1), we know that v1 has decremented its height on time step 1,
not because its inhabitant has died, but because its neighbor, v0 has decremented its
height on time step 0. Therefore,
h0(v0)= h1(v1)-1= hn(vn)-n.
According to corollary 11.3, as long as the graph is not entirely populated,
hn(vn) n-1.
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Therefore, h0(v0)= hn(vn)-n -1, contradicting the fact that the height of a node cannot be
negative.
Therefore if indeed no robot has died on the previous n-1 steps – v could not have
decremented its height.
Q.E.D
The rest of the proof is identical to the original, with the exception that completion is
guaranteed only within a long enough time between consecutive bursts of deaths of
robots.
Lemma 11.7
As long as there is an empty node on the graph, and no robot dies for a long enough time,
the induced network is guaranteed to become correct within some bounded time period.
Proof
Since the height of an unstable robot is not greater by one than that of its lowest neighbor,
it is guaranteed that when such a robot wakes up it changes its height. Given that no robot
dies for a long enough period of time, lemma 11.6 ensures that the height must be
incremented.
On the other hand, according to corollary 11.4, the sum of the heights over the induced
network is bounded, hence, before that boundary it reached, the induced network must
become correct.
Q.E.D

Lemma 11.8
Given that no robot dies for a long enough period of time, if there is an empty node on a
graph with a correct induced network, it is guaranteed that a robot will settle in such a
node within some bounded time period.
Proof
On a correct induced network, an unsettled robot is always guaranteed to move "down",
to a lower neighbor. As long as there are only m<n populated nodes, the height of a node
with an unsettled robot is bounded from above by min(m,d) (corollary 11.3). Therefore,
we are guaranteed that even an unsettled robot, starting from a node of height d, will
arrive at an empty node within d time steps, and settle in it on the next time step, given
that no robot dies in the meanwhile.
Q.E.D
And completion follows…
Theorem 11.9
The algorithm is guaranteed to be completed within some bounded time period, given
that no robot has died for a long enough time.
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Proof
According to lemmas 11.7 and 11.8, as long as there is an empty node on the graph and
no robot dies, an unsettled robot is guaranteed to become settled – not later than d time
steps after the induced network becomes correct. Hence, the number of settled robots
increases, and the algorithm will be completed once that number reaches n.
Q.E.D
Conclusion
The algorithm is robust to bursts of robot failures, that is, as long as we know that from
some moment on no robot fails for a long enough period of time, we are assured that the
algorithm completes, even if robots have failed prior to that moment. This is due to the
fact that the death of a robot does not induce an illegal state in the algorithm.
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Chapter 12
Empirical Analysis
12.1 Worst case scenario
12.1.1 Average performance on worst case configuration
As shown in section 8.3, the worst-case scenario of (n·d) completion time is achieved
for a specific initial distribution of the robots, and a specific set of moves of the robots.
Nevertheless, this configuration seems to be unique – the average completion time, even
given the worst-case initial distribution11, is linear in the number of the nodes, as seen
figure 12-1.
Average Performance on Worse Case Configuration
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Figure 12-1
Average performance on worst-case configuration

12.1.2 Finding the worst-case scenario
We see that the average performance of the algorithm is rather linear in the number of the
nodes, and by no means doesn't give away the fact that there is a worst-case in which the
algorithm behaves as bad as (n·d). That fact made locating this worst-case scenario a
rather tricky assignment.
The first thing to do was to assume that the worst-case should rise over a string graph.
This assumption is motivated by the fact that the sum of the heights of all the robots on
the graph achieves its highest value for a string graph:
Given a graph of diameter d, the "highest" configuration is that achieved when there
is a string of d+1 nodes – the empty node on one end and the rest are of heights

11

String graph (odd number of nodes) with initial distribution of (n+5)/2 robots on node 4, and 1 robot in
each of nodes 6,8,…,n-1.
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1,2,…,d – and the rest of nodes are connected to the d node, so that their height is d as
well. The sum of heights is then

d

i d n 1 d

i 1

1
2

d 2n d 1 .

Differentiating this formula with respect to d and equating to zero, we see that the
highest value is achieved when d=n-1, i.e. for a string graph.
Since the evolution of the algorithm is strongly dependent on the maturity of the height
"blanket" (see section 12.2), it is reasonable to assume that the highest the blanket may
get – the worse the scenario is.
However, how can we find the worst-case scenario even under this assumption? Is there
such a scenario at all?
A "scenario" is characterized by its initial configuration of robots over the graph, and by
the random decisions each traveling robot takes when facing more than a single node
with the same height, lower than its own. Assume that we represent those decisions by
the function decision(x,y,z) = "what should a robot do when, being at node x of height y
with z more robots, it faces a dilemma". If we would like to enumerate over all of the
possible values of the decision function (for the presence of up to n robots in each of n
nodes with heights up to n), for each of the possible initial configurations, in order to find
3
$ 2 n 1!
the worst-case scenario, we would have to check about 2 n ""
scenarios!
#n 1
Instead, I have used a "genetic" or "evolutionary" algorithm for that purpose. Each
scenario was characterized by a "DNA" of size O(n3), characterizing its decision function
and its initial configuration. The scenarios "live" in a world in which they compete, die,
multiply and mutate.
The world is initially populated with 1000 scenarios, with random initial configurations
and with no knowledge at all in their decision function. Each of these scenarios is then
the basis for a DWP simulation. The simulation initiates from the scenario's initial
configuration, and follows its decision model whenever defined. When a robot faces a
dilemma for which the DNA does not give a resolution, the robot takes a random decision
and that decision becomes a part of the DNA from now on. Obviously, on the first
iteration, the DNA is still empty and all the decisions are taken randomly. On the end of
the simulation, the completion time is attached to the scenario. This is its reward – its
"food".
Once all of the scenarios have been simulated and "fed", its time for the "survival of the
non-fittest" (recall that we are looking for the worst-case scenario). Only the 500
scenarios with the highest completion time survive and move on to the next iteration. The
rest of the scenarios are deleted and each of the surviving scenarios is duplicated in order
to maintain a population of 1000 scenarios.
Before the next iteration begins, the entire population mutates a little, in order to grow
diversity among the scenarios, and give a chance to evolutionary leaps. The mutations
occur in two phases. First, the decision DNA of the entire population is "radiated" so that
random 1% of its entries loose their information. This way, a robot facing, in the future,
an already resolved dilemma which resolution has been cleared – will make a new,
random, maybe worse decision (once again – the entire process is aimed at the worst
scenario).
Second, for random 50% of the scenarios, a random robot changes its initial location.
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Then the next iteration begins, and so on.
The entire process gives rise to the worst scenarios in terms of both decisions and initial
configuration, as reflected in the completion time.
This process is non-deterministic, and by no means guarantees to result in the worst-case
scenario. In fact, there may be more than a single worst-case scenario. Nevertheless, it
does not matter. The aim of this process was to yield a bad enough scenario, which
completes in O(n2) and not in O(n).
I've ran that process for a string graph of 11 nodes, and after about 500 iterations, when
the worst completion time seemed to stop changing, I've stopped the process and
analyzed the worst scenario achieved. It turned out that this scenario achieves the
maximum stretch of the blanket before it completes, and hence is a very good candidate
to be of O(n2) completion time. Looking at its decision function, I have noticed that the
decisions always point at the same direction. Generalizing this scenario to any n was
rather easy, and confirmed the suspicion – the completion time of this scenario was
O(n2).
The whole process required about half a million DWP simulations. Still, enumerating the
entire scenario space would have required a little greater number of simulations. About
21350 to be exact…

12.2 Initial distribution and efficiency
It is quite expected that a populating algorithm should highly depend on the initial
configuration of the robots. Whether the robots all originate from a single node, or
initially cover almost the entire graph leaving only few nodes unpopulated – clearly has
an effect on the evolution of the algorithm and specifically – on its completion time.
In order to analyze this dependency quantitatively, I will not discuss here the dependency
of a specific graph on a specific initial configuration (except for the worst-case
configuration on a string graph, analyzed above). Instead, I will investigate the
dependency of the completion time on the initial distribution – the percentage of initially
occupied nodes.
Figure 12-2 shows the dependency of both DWP and AWP on the initial distribution of
the robots, on a torus graph.
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Figure 12-2
Dependency of DWP and AWP on initial distribution over a torus
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The graph shows the average completion time, taken over 100 simulations of each
algorithm for every initial distribution, on a 400 nodes torus graph.
There are several interesting observations to make. First, when the robots are all initially
concentrated in a single node, both algorithms behave the same, since both algorithms
show an expansion behavior, where the unsettled robots are mostly at the boundary of the
single populated area.
Looking at the DWP, we see that it benefits a great deal from distributing the robots over
about 5% of the nodes instead of letting them all start from a single node, but then, there
is merely a slight decrease in the performance for broader distributions. The fast decline
at the narrow distributions is easily explained as the effect of the parallel nature of the
algorithm – spreading the initial nodes more or less evenly across the graph, lets the
algorithm evolve almost independently from each of these nodes. Nevertheless, once
there are too many initial nodes, the separate initial sectors tend to merge rather fast,
resulting in the same effective amount of sectors for the rest of the algorithm.
The AWP algorithm presents a rather different behavior. It does not seem to benefit at all
from seemingly better initial conditions. To the contrary – the more nodes initially
containing robots – the longer it takes the algorithm to complete! This paradoxical
behavior results from a very basic difference in the nature of the two algorithms. Both
algorithms develop the height blanket over the occupied nodes, and the completion time
is strongly related to the "correctness" of this blanket as defined above, or to its "tension".
In the DWP, these are the settled robots that grow the blanket by incrementing their
height. The number of settled robots in the DWP algorithm always increases, thus the rate
at which the blanket grow might even be accelerated with time.
In the AWP, on the other hand, these are the unsettled robots that increment the height of
nodes. Along the algorithm, the number of the unsettled robots decreases, hence, the rate
in which the blanket evolves is decelerated, and that is why the performance of the AWP
is, in general, worse than that of the DWP. This difference in the nature of the two
algorithms is nicely demonstrated in figures 12-3 and 12-4. Each graph shows the
evolution of the sum of the heights of all the nodes of a 400-node torus, under DWP or
AWP respectively, averaged over 100 executions of each algorithm. It is easily seen that
while the evolution of the blanket in the DWP is more or less linear at all times, the
evolution in the AWP seems to decrease exponentially with time. On the other hand,
since the blanket in DWP grows so fast, all around the graph, it reaches much higher
levels than in AWP, where the blanket grows only where there is a traveling robot.
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Figure 12-4
Evolution of the blanket in AWP

Figure 12-3
Evolution of the blanket in DWP

That nature of the AWP also explains the way it depends on the initial distribution of the
robots. When initializing the algorithm, each of the initial nodes is occupied immediately,
thus reducing the number of unsettled robots for the rest of the algorithm, and with it –
the rate at which the blanket evolves. This effect is easily seen for the "almost complete"
distribution. When the robots are scattered over all the nodes but one, the resulting
problem, under AWP, is the coverage problem – a single robot must cover the graph,
until getting at the empty node – which is known [33] to take up to O(n·d) steps till
completion.
The picture is somewhat different when looking at a string graph. Figure 12-5 describes
the dependency of completion time on the initial distribution over a 99-nodes string
graph. The graph shows the average completion time, taken over 100 simulations of each
algorithm for every initial distribution, on a 99-nodes string graph:
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Figure 12-5
Dependency of DWP and AWP on initial distribution over a string

While the DWP behaves just about the same as on a torus, the AWP shows a rather
different behavior. Although on a string, just as on a torus, the number of robots actively
participating in the evolution of the AWP algorithm is reduced as the initial distribution
grows, we see that, on a string, around 50% the initial distribution actually starts
contributing to the completion time!
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In order to understand that phenomenon, let us introduce the concept of the efficiency of
the algorithm, based on a measurement defined in [19]. The efficiency of the algorithm is
defined as the total "energy" that could have been consumed by the system, should each
robot went straight to its final location, divided by the "energy" that was actually
consumed. We assume that the energy consumed is strongly related to the number of
movements a robot makes. Along the algorithm the robots might move in directions that
not necessarily take them towards their final destination as resolved by the end of the
algorithm. That happens due to the inherent delay in the evolution of the height "blanket"
and due to lack of coordination between the robots, resulting in several robots moving
towards a single empty node so that all of them, but one, do that way for nothing. Had
each robot known in advance, where it should go, it could have gone there right away and
save a great amount of energy. Hence, the efficiency is defined as the total distance that
could have been traveled by the robots had each of them gone straight to its destination,
divided by the total distance actually traveled.
Let us look at the efficiency of both algorithms on a 400-nodes torus. Figure 12-6 shows
the dependency of the average efficiency on the initial distribution, as measured over 20
simulations for each algorithm and for each initial distribution.
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Figure 12-6
Dependency of the efficiency of DWP and AWP on initial distribution over a torus

Looking at that graph, we notice first that the DWP is clearly more efficient than the
AWP. This is mainly a result of the accelerated evolution of the height "blanket" in
DWP, minimizing the time in which robots wander aimlessly across the graph.
Next, we see that while the efficiency of DWP is hardly dependent on the initial
distribution, the efficiency of AWP suffers a great deal from a wide distribution. This is
easily explained, recalling that the height blanket evolves much more slowly for wide
distributions on AWP, due to the amount of robots getting out of the game right on
iteration one.
Next, let us examine the efficiency of both algorithms on a string graph
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String Graph
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Figure 12-7
Dependency of the efficiency of DWP and AWP on initial distribution over a string

Figure 12-7 shows the dependency of the average efficiency on the initial distribution, as
measured over 20 simulations for each algorithm and for each initial distribution on a 99
nodes string graph.
Clearly, the efficiency on a string is very different from that on a torus – especially for
AWP. Just like with the completion time, we see that on a string graph the efficiency
actually benefits from wide initial distributions. Why is that? Well, it can be explained by
both phenomena usually reducing the efficiency. On a string graph, a robot does not have
much choice as to where to go. It can go either in the right direction, or in the opposite
direction. On the other hand, had it gone in the wrong direction, all it has to do to head
back towards it destination is to change its direction. That is why, on a string (we can see
that for DWP as well) robots tend to wander aimlessly less than on more complicated
graphs. In addition to that, when several robots move towards a single empty node,
although only one of them will settle in that node, there is a chance of about 50% that
there are more empty nodes down the string in that direction, so that the robots' last
moves where not necessarily for nothing. Both phenomena may contribute to an
improved efficiency.
Nevertheless, why does it happen only for wide distributions? I guess it has to do with the
continuity of the evolution of the height "blanket". For smaller distributions, there are
many robots settling on the earlier steps of the AWP algorithm. Before settling, those
robots contribute to the evolution of the blanket, but the way this blanket evolves before
they settle, becomes irrelevant and erroneous once they settle, since the blanket represent
empty nodes that are no longer there. The massive settlement at the beginning of the
algorithm for small distributions, and the highly erroneous blanket it evolves, makes the
life of the robots still traveling much harder. On wider distributions, on the other hand,
there is no such vast settlement process at the beginning, hence the blanket does not get
so erroneous, and the robots relying on it are more efficient.
Now we can explain the improvement in completion time for wider distributions on a
string under AWP. Despite the fact that there are fewer robots taking place in the
algorithm when the initial distribution is wide, those robots tend to be more efficient and
find their destination much faster.
In fact, the robots tend to be so efficient, that they do not even need the blanket to evolve
all the way. In figure12-8, we see the maturity of the blanket by the end of the AWP
algorithm, represented by the sum of the heights of all the nodes, normalized by the
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highest maturity achieved. The results are presented for both 99-string and 400-torus
graphs.
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Figure 12-8
Dependency of the final maturity of the blanket in AWP on initial distribution

We see that on a string graph, for wide distributions, the blanket evolves only to a very
small portion of its possible maturity before every robot gets to its destination. Once
again, that complies with the high efficiency of the robots on a string under wide
distributions, being able to find their way based on a very immature height blanket.

12.3 The size of the graph and parallelism
A question one may ask about a populating algorithm, prior to questions about the
preferred initial distribution of the robots or the efficiency of the algorithm, is how it
would do when the graph goes big. Recall that the populating problem arose from the
world of nano-applications and nano-medicine, where the graph might be the entire
human body and the number of nodes in it should be tremendous. We have already seen
that RWP is not a very good algorithm for large graphs, since its performance might get
as bad as O(n3) on the average for some graphs. We have also seen that both AWP and
DWP guarantee completion time of O(n·d) in the worst-case. However, as we saw on
section 12.1.1, when examining the average behavior of DWP, even on a string with the
worst-case initial configuration – the average completion time is linear in n. Therefore, it
might prove fruitful to examine the average behavior of the algorithm on other scenarios.
Figures 12-9 and 12-10 compare AWP and DWP completion time on a string and on a
torus, as a function of the size of the graph, given an initial distribution of 50%. Each
measurement is the average of 40 simulations.
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Figure 12-10
Dependency of DWP and AWP
on the size of a torus graph

Figure 12-9
Dependency of DWP and AWP
on the size of a string graph

Looking at those figures, we see that the worst-case scenario is indeed worse than the
average case. None of the algorithms, over none of the graphs performs on the average as
bad as O(n·d). Still, assuming the algorithms behave polinomially, I have used the Excel
software to estimate the exponent of n on each curve. The results are rather interesting.
There is an obvious difference in the behavior of DWP on a string and on a torus. On a
string, the completion time seems to be linear in the number of nodes, but on a torus
DWP performs even better and its completion time is about O(n0.5)! The most reasonable
explanation for this phenomena is that although the worst performance possible is O(n·d),
in practice, we get average performance linear in the diameter of the graph alone. Indeed,
the diameter of a string graph is n, and the diameter of the torus I have used (based on a
square grid) is the square root of n.
The worst-case scenario is the case in which the algorithm makes absolutely no use of its
parallel nature. Instead of using the computational resources of O(n) robots on each step,
the worst-case scenario forces the system to exploit only one robot each time. Therefore,
a downgrade in performance by a factor of O(n) is actually expected. However, on the
average, the algorithm is highly parallel and the main delay factor is the time it takes for
information to propagate across the graph, which is obviously proportional to the graph's
diameter.
In order to give some more solid basis to the claim that, on the average, DWP exploits its
parallel nature rather well, let us define the metric of parallelism. The parallelism of a
blanket-based populating algorithm is defined as the average percentage of the robots,
contributing to the height blanket on each iteration. This definition is motivated by the
understanding that it is the maturity of the blanket that brings the algorithm to completion
and the more robots contributing to the blanket on each moment – the faster the blanket
grows. Indeed, the temporal parallelism cannot be constant – in fact, I have already
shown that on DWP more and more robots may contribute to the blanket as the algorithm
progresses, while on AWP we have the opposite case. Still, the average percentage of the
robots, which contributed to the blanket along the algorithm, should be a useful metric.
In figures 12-11 and 12-12, we see that indeed, the parallelism of the DWP is rather
constant for different sizes of graphs, both on a torus and on a string, meaning that it
exploits, on the average, a more-or-less constant percentage of the robots on each
iteration. That complies with the claim that the average time-complexity of the algorithm
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should be smaller than its worst-case complexity, where there is no usage of parallelism,
by a factor of the size of the graph.
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Figure 12-12
Dependency of the parallelism
of DWP and AWP
on the size of a torus graph

Figure 12-11
Dependency of the parallelism
of DWP and AWP
on the size of a string graph

The same analysis holds for the AWP algorithm. Both on a string and on a torus we see
that the average completion time of the AWP is worse than that of the DWP by a factor
of about n0.5. Looking at the parallelism of the AWP we see that indeed, the parallelism
of the AWP is about O(n-0.5), meaning that on the average, only O(n0.5) of the robots
contribute to the progression of the algorithm on each iteration. Therefore, it is rather
expected that the average behavior of AWP will be O(n0.5) better than the worst-case
scenario, that is about O(n0.5·d).

12.4 The effect of additional robots and the Frantic-DWP
algorithm
So far, we have discussed the case in which there are just enough robots on the graph in
order to populate it. Obviously, this is the most economic scenario. The problem is that
this scenario is not very likely to be relevant. Recall that our model assumes absolute
anonymity – the robots have no idea as for what is the size of the graph. This demand is
not arbitrary. Assume a nano-medical application, where the graph is the entire human
body – the robots do not know the size of the graph because their sender cannot know the
exact number of cells in the human body at a given time. If the sender does not know
how many nodes are there in the graph, it must use some upper bound, meaning that there
will probably always be more robots than nodes.
Let us start with examining the effect of additional robots on the AWP algorithm. Figure
12-13 shows the completion time of the AWP algorithm on a torus with initial
distributions of 10% and 50%, as a function of the percentage of additional robots.
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Figure 12-13
Dependency of AWP on additional robots over a torus

At first sight, it is rather surprising that the addition of merely 1% of the total amount of
the robots (in the above case – 4 robots over 400) results in such a dramatic improvement
in the performance of the algorithm!
In order to understand this phenomenon, we should notice that there are two possible
reasons for an improvement due to additional robots. First, there is the statistical factor –
more robots distributed uniformly across the initial nodes, means more robots closer to
unpopulated nodes, and shorter distances for those robots to get to empty nodes. Next,
there is the computational factor – the more robots contributing to growing the height
blanket, the faster the blanket matures and the faster the robots find their way.
The upper part of figure 12-14 shows the evolution of the blanket on a torus with 10%
initial distribution, for the cases in which there were 2% of additional robots (on 400
nodes), 1% and no additional robots at all. The lower part of the drawing shows the
progress of the settlement process itself.

Figure 12-14
Evolution of the blanket and of the settlement process in AWP over a torus

We see that in each case the blanket reaches more or less the same level of maturity
("sum of heights" – integral over the blanket), but the more additional robots there were –
the faster it reaches that maturity. On the other hand, we see no significant difference in
the evolution of the settlement process. That implies that it is the computational factor
that improves the performance of the AWP. Nevertheless, how can eight additional
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robots contribute to the computational power of 400 robots (2%) by a factor of more than
two?
The answer hides in the combination of the two drawings. Notice that on the early stages,
the algorithm in each of the three cases evolves just about the same. By the time there is
some distinction between the cases – the graph is already over 80% populated and the
algorithm gets into its "lingering" phase, where populating the last of the robots takes
most of the run time of the algorithm. In this phase, the additional robots are no longer
negligible, compared to the amount of still traveling robots, and their contribution to the
most time-consuming part of the algorithm is readily seen.
The case is rather different for DWP. Examining figure 12-15 we see that the effect of
additional robots is much less dramatic for DWP than for AWP. The reason for that is
that in DWP, the additional robots bring no computational factor. The growth of the
blanket is not affected by how many robots are there on the graph, but by how many
robots are already settled. Therefore, the effect of additional robots contributes first to the
statistical factor – the more robots there are, the shorter are the distances from traveling
robots to empty nodes. Only once the robots settle faster due to the statistical factor, we
get a computational factor of the second order.
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Figure 12-15
Dependency of DWP on additional robots over a torus

A rather surprising observation emerges when comparing the effect of additional robots
in AWP and DWP. Figure 12-16 compares the two algorithms on a 400 nodes torus, with
initial distribution of 10%.
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Figure 12-16
Dependency of AWP and DWP on additional robots over a torus
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We see that, although the DWP performs much better than AWP with no additional
robots, adding a minor percentage of robots makes the AWP better in terms of
completion time! How can that be? DWP makes perfect use of its computational
resources – whenever a node is unstable, its height is immediately updated by its
populating robot. Obviously, AWP, even with additional robots, cannot exceed such great
efficiency!
The reason for that phenomenon indeed does not lie in the computational efficiency of
the algorithms, but in their efficiency as defined above – their "power consumption"
efficiency. Recall, that an unsettled robot in AWP is always on the move. Whenever it
wakes up it updates its current node and moves on to its lowest neighbor. This behavior is
required since each traveling robot, besides its primal goal to reach an empty node, has a
secondary goal – to contribute to the blanket. Every step in which a robot does not move
is essentially a wasted step in terms of this secondary goal. In DWP, on the other hand, a
traveling robot has only one goal – to get into an empty node. When a DWP robot wakes
up in a node with no lower neighbors, it has no reason to move into any of its neighbors.
Since it has absolutely no way to estimate which way should it go – it prefers the most
power saving option of all – staying in place. Apparently, the "frantic" nature of AWP
contributes to its performance. Apparently, the choice to do something in the case of lack
of information is better than the choice of doing nothing. Indeed, there is a chance that
such a choice will only make the situation worse, but taking the risk and moving anyway
seems to be a rather beneficial policy. This conclusion might even be of some
philosophical truth…
In order to strengthen this analysis, let us define the Frantic-DWP algorithm, in which
unsettled robots always move, no matter if they have a good reason to do so (the stroked
out text is the part omitted from the Basic-DWP in order to make it Frantic):

Frantic-DWP
Initialization:
For each robot, let it appear in a random node on the graph.
All the robots are unsettled.
For every node v, h(v) = 0.
When robot r wakes up in node v:
1. If v is empty, then settle r in v.
2. Else, u = one-of argminu' N(v){h(u'
)};
3.
If r is settled, then h(v) = h(u)+1.
4.
Else, if h(u)<h(v), then move r to u.
Figure 12-17 compares the completion time of the Frantic-DWP to that of AWP and
DWP on a torus with 10% initial distribution, in the presence of additional robots.
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Figure 12-17
Dependency of AWP, DWP and Frantic-DWP on additional robots over a torus

We see that not only that the performance of the Frantic-DWP equals that of the AWP in
the presence of many additional robots, it even performs better then DWP where there are
no additional robots at all! So why should anyone ever use DWP?
The logic behind the non-frantic version of DWP is the logic of power consumption. It
aims at minimizing the amount of moves the robots take. In order to avoid unnecessary
waste of energy, DWP prevents robots from moving, unless they have a good reason to
do so. In the Frantic-DWP, on the other hand, as its name implies, the robots move all the
time – it does not matter if they know where they are going – just keep moving. The
result is a significant difference in efficiency of the algorithms, as seen on figure 12-18.
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Figure 12-18
Dependency of the efficiency of AWP, DWP and Frantic-DWP on additional robots over a torus

All of the algorithms suffer degradation in their efficiency due to the addition of robots,
since, under the above definition, each robot that ends up unsettled, contributes 0 to the
average efficiency. Still, it is clearly seen, that the efficiency of the Frantic DWP is worse
than that of the DWP.

12.5 Settlement collisions and asynchronicity
Although it was shown before that the DWP algorithm works properly in the
asynchronous case (the A-DWP algorithm), it is much easier to analyze and simulate the
populating algorithms in synchronous mode. In fact, the most interesting phenomena
happen on the synchronous mode, due to the fact that this synchronicity is unknown to
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the operating robots. Still, in practice, the asynchronous case is much more likely to
occur, since the robots are completely autonomous.
One phenomenon that stands out the most on the synchronous case is the settlement
collisions, when several robots recognize an empty node and try to settle in it
simultaneously. One solution given above for this phenomenon was to use the
asynchronous nature of the algorithm (MA-DWP). Figure 12-19 compares the behavior
of the MA-DWP algorithm with that of the A-DWP algorithm with the collisions solved
artificially12. In order to simulate asynchronous behavior, I have enlarged T – the
maximum period a robot may be idle in (recall that each time a robot "goes to sleep", it
wakes up after a period uniformly distributed over [1,T]). This is equivalent to dividing
the time scale into smaller and smaller infinitesimal sections. The sampling period, over
which the neighbors of a robot should not change in order for it to take an action, was
taken constantly as one time unit. The simulations where taken over a torus of 400 nodes,
with an initial distribution of 10%.
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Figure 12-19
A-DWP and MA-DWP on a torus with 10% initial distribution

The simulations were taken over 10 values of T, logarithmically distributed between 2
and 100. Each blue diamond in the drawing represents the completion time of a single
simulation. The fact that the completion time grows with T is not surprising and has
nothing to do with the collisions – it is the expected effect of enlarging the idle time
between consecutive wakeups of a robot. It is also quite expected to see that, on the
average, when T is very small, the completion time grows. This does happen due to the
collisions, which are much more likely to occur when many robots must wake up during
a very short period. For larger T, on the other hand, collisions rarely happen, and the
effect on completion time is negligible.
It is interesting to see though, that the completion time for T=2 has a significantly larger
variance than that of T=3 and more, and that this variance is very asymmetric around the
mean value. The cause for that is that while collisions occur, more robots keep sliding
towards the empty node, enlarging the load in this node and raising the probability for
additional collisions. In other words, the longer collisions in a node are not solved – the
less likely they are to be solved.
12

In fact all the analysis in this chapter, except for this specific section, was conducted on a synchronous
simulation with artificial solution of collisions. This way, I was able to isolate the desired parameters for
study.
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Besides the size of T, another parameter with significance regarding the collisions is the
initial distribution of the robots. Most of the collisions happen at the beginning of the
algorithm, when the robots are scattered over a relatively small area. The smaller this area
is – the greater is the chance for collisions. Therefore, smaller initial distribution means a
greater effect of collisions. That is why, as opposed to the case of 10% initial distribution
shown above, figure 12-20, presenting the case of a torus with 50% initial distribution,
shows no significant difference between A-DWP and MA-DWP, even for small values of
T.
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Figure 12-20
A-DWP and MA-DWP on a torus with 50% initial distribution

By the way, in real world applications, the chance for settlement collisions might be
significantly reduced, assuming the robots do not appear synchronously on the graph.
This way, since collisions happen mostly at the beginning of the algorithm, the first robot
to appear in a node has better chances to occupy it before other robots appear.

12.6 The effect of connectivity
It is most intuitive to think that the more connected is a graph – the easier it is to
populate, since the nodes are closer to each other. On a highly connected graph, both
information and robots can get faster from each node to the other. Is that necessarily true?
Assume you want to find a friend of yours in a city with a single main road. What will be
your search strategy? You will probably pick a random direction, up or down that road,
and look for your friend in that direction. If you will not find him, you will simply turn
back and look for him on the other side of the street. Now, what will you do in a grid-like
city, where the streets cross each other in a grid like pattern? What will you do if you
have no map of the city? What will you do if the streets of the city all look just about the
same? Although grid-city might have the same amount of buildings as string-city, and
although grid-city is much more connected than string-city, and the distances between
buildings there are much shorter – the mission of locating you friend seems to be less
trivial in the more connected city.
In fact, this is not the first time we encounter this small paradox. Recall that RWP, the
random walk populating algorithm, yields much better results on a string graph than on
the much more connected lollypop graph.
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How do AWP and DWP do in the presence of growing connectivity? Figure 12-21 shows
the performance of the AWP algorithm on a 100 nodes ring, with a growing percentage
of random additional cords.
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Figure 12-21
Dependency of the completion time of AWP on connectivity over a torus

Just like in the allegory of the city, we see that the performance of the AWP algorithm
actually suffers from increasing the connectivity of the ring graph (although this
phenomenon last only for the very first few additional edges). Why does it happen? How
can shortening the distances between nodes increase the completion time of the
algorithm?
The blame for this degradation is on the amount of information the robots base their
decisions upon. In RWP the robots base their decision on no information at all, hence, the
more connected the graph is, the greater are the chances that a step a robot takes will
increase its distance from its destination instead of bringing it towards it. Moreover, the
farther the robot gets from its destination, it is less likely to get there.
In AWP, the robots have much more information upon which to base their decisions.
Still, this information is far from being complete – especially on the beginning of the
algorithm. Moreover, if a robot has "taken the wrong turn", it is its own job to learn about
its mistake; the most it can do is to cooperate with some other unsettled robots in its
vicinity. It cannot rely on anybody else to direct it. The degradation in the performance of
the AWP when few edges are added to the ring is the result of the increase in the amount
of cases in which robots are paying the price of "taking the wrong turn".
Taking the wrong turn causes the robot to waste moves in an area of the graph in which it
has nothing to look for, thus reducing the efficiency of the algorithm. In figure 12-22, we
see both the completion time drawn above and the efficiency of the AWP under
additional connectivity.
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Figure 12-22
Dependency of the completion time and efficiency of AWP on connectivity over a torus

Indeed, we see that for a small amount of additional edges, there is degradation in the
efficiency of the algorithm. Only than does the efficiency stabilize, and the shortening of
the distances in the graph takes over and reduces the completion time.
DWP is a different story. Unlike in AWP, where the robots have to explore the graph in
order to acquire knowledge and learn where to go, in DWP the traveling robots does not
have to do anything, but to consult the underlying settled robots. They do not have to
explore the graph in order to acquire information – the information is brought to them,
much faster. Therefore, in DWP, robots base their choice of moves on a much more
reliable basis, and even if that basis was momentarily wrong and brought them to "take
the wrong turn" – the underlying settled robots will soon enough correct that erroneous
information and direct the robots back to their destination.
This difference is nicely seen in figure 12-23. We see that not only that the robots do not
tend to become less efficient when the graph gets more connected, but, to the contrary,
the shorter distances makes the information buildup by the settled robots a much faster
process, and thus the traveling robots, receiving more accurate directions, tend to be even
more efficient! This efficiency immediately influences on the completion time of the
algorithm.
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Figure 12-23
Dependency of the completion time and efficiency of DWP on connectivity over a torus
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12.7 The effect of robot failure or "why is a small village a
better place to die in"?
I have already shown (section 11) that the DWP algorithm is robust to failure of robots:
as long as there are enough robots to populate the entire graph – the graph shall be
populated. The same is true for AWP – since AWP is based upon a robust and scaleable
covering method, we are guaranteed that even if a robot fails, the rest of the robots,
searching the graph, will eventually get to each node of the graph. Thus, even if a settled
robot fails and leaves its node unsettled – some other robot will eventually come across
this node and populate it.
Still, there is a very basic difference in the behavior of the two algorithms under failure of
robots. Figures 12-24 and 12-25 describe the application of each algorithm to a torus with
initial distribution of 10%. Each algorithm starts with one extra robot (that is, with n+1
robots), but, once the populating level of the graph reaches 99%, a random robot fails.
Each figure shows the behavior of the algorithm under these circumstances, compared to
the same scenario with no failure. For convenience, the difference between the
completion times, with and without a death, is presented explicitly as well.
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Figure 12-24
The effect of robot failure
on DWP over a torus

Figure 12-25
The effect of robot failure
on AWP over a torus

The DWP handles the failure of a robot very well. We may say that it grieves for a very
short period. There is almost no difference at all between the behavior of the algorithm
with and without the failure. The reason for that is that in DWP information spreads
rather quickly. Once a settled robot fails, this fact starts propagating in every direction
and within d time units (d = the diameter of the graph) the entire graph is aware of it. It is
much like living in a small village – everybody knows how you are, your neighbors
always check on you, and if something happens – the entire village knows about it in no
time. Therefore, covering for a failure is rather fast.
AWP is a different story. In this algorithm, the settled robots play no role at all. A robot
may fail in the middle of a populated area and none of its neighbors, each resting
peacefully inside its node, will even care or call for help. If DWP is a small village
algorithm, AWP is a big city algorithm – you may die alone, among millions of people,
and no one will ever care. The only ones who do care about the failure are those who still
have some self-interest in it – the unsettled robots. They will eventually find the newly
emptied node. However, at the moment of the death – the height blanket presents a rather
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erroneous picture. The blanket still assumes that the new empty node is populated. And it
keeps thinking so until some robot reaches that node, but that cannot happen before the
blanket rises above the assumed height of that node. If in DWP, the information spreads
quickly and the blanket is reduced to fit the new situation with absolute height values – in
AWP the blanket keeps rising until it fits the situation with relative values. Since we look
at a failure on a very advanced phase of the algorithm, there are almost no unsettled
robots left to raise the blanket in AWP, hence the effect of the failure is dramatic. The job
of raising the blanket is about twice as heavier as before the failure – the blanket must
level first with the failed robot, and than grow around it – but there are much less robots
to do the job. Hence, we see that once a robot fails, even the additional time required for
completion is much higher than the original time required with no failure at all.
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Chapter 13 Discussion
Nano-technology is still an infant technology, but it is assumed to become mature in a
few decades. It is expected to change the face of humanity as we know it. Nevertheless,
there is still a long way to go. Nowadays, most of the nano-technology related research
focuses on the very basic technical abilities to manipulate particles in nano-scale. The
question of what shall we do once acquiring such capabilities is addressed mainly in the
aspects of its possible applications and ethical implications. The median issues of how
can we take the basic capabilities and use them for these, sometimes ethically questioned,
applications are hardly approached.
In this work, I have tried to change the common view of nano-technology, and approach
it from the multi-robotic point of view. It turns out that the nature of nano-robotics forces
it to follow the strictest assumptions of multi-robotics, in terms of scale, communication,
reliability and computational resources. The problem I have chosen to focus on, the
populating problem, is just an example of the very simple to define yet not so simple to
solve problems that a nano-roboticist might encounter when implementing real-life nanoapplications. Many more relevant multi-robotic problems might arise by asking the
following questions about any nano-robotic application:
How are we going to control billions of robots?
How are they going to communicate?
How are we going to assign tasks to robots?
How can we achieve good enough reliability?
And so on…
In this work, I have presented the populating problem, and proposed several distributed
algorithms to solve it. Although the populating problem was derived from real-life nanorobotic applications, it still seems to be over-simplified and its assumptions – not realistic
enough. Answering the following questions might help adapting the populating problem
to practical use:
Given that the termination problem is unsolvable as is, can one find an algorithm that
is, at least, never wrong? That is, can we define an algorithm that either terminates
correctly, or never terminates. Even better – can one find an algorithm that either
terminates successfully, or informs of impossibility (as does an algorithm proposed in
[9] for the rendezvous problem)?
The "Sub-Populating Problem" or "robot dispersion on a graph" – given R<n robots
(or, perhaps, R<<n), they should disperse "evenly" over the graph. Evenly may mean
equating the inter-robotic distances (based on center of graph algorithms) or the sum
of inter-robotic distances (based on median of graph algorithms). This problem might
prove to be even more realistic than the populating problem, in cases where it is not
necessary to place a robot in each and every node. As analyzed in [32], each
dispersion scheme may fit to a different usage – center dispersion scheme should be
used in cases in which the focus is on how fast each node can be accessed by a robot,
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while median dispersion schemes may be better when the important thing is the
average access time to a node.
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